The current pandemic-induced economic crisis has brought several immediate and long term financial risks for
companies across all sizes, sectors and industries. CFOs and Treasurers must anticipate, assess and mitigate these
contingencies and their impact along the different areas and business lines. Therefore, it is crucial to add clarity and
precision into the decision making process. For this purpose, we’ve synthesized a series of relevant questions for Csuite management to address before formulating a holistic and comprehensive financial risk plan. We invite you to
read on this brief questionnaire in order to take targeted and effective action.

1. What is the Company’s liquidity position?
This is by far the most important question to ask for any company trying to assess the severity of an external
shock to the immediate survival needs on any ongoing concern. Every company treasurer should try and
gather all cash and cash equivalent and project short and medium cash flow projection.
2. What are the Company’s realistic funding sources under the new scenario?
From your cash and equivalents, lines of credit, credit facilities to other non traditional funding sources like
supplier credit extensions and emergency lines from government agencies, the Treasurer needs to have an
open, transparent and persuasive communication line with these funding sources as well as other key
revenue areas’ responsible officers.
3. What are the largest and most stable revenue lines within the organization?
CFOs and Treasurers need to gauge how reliable and stable their core income streams are as well as their
relationship with their biggest and most sensible clients. Outmost relevance should be placed upon the
redirecting efforts in maintaining these clients and business and/or service lines.
4. What scenarios in Management contemplating for a short-term strategy?
In designing any emergency strategy, it becomes critical to consider and evaluate the most pessimistic
scenarios given the current condition of the company’s financial footing and the overall enviornment of the
industry and all the markets the company operates in.
5. What action/s is Management taking to mitigate solvency and liquidity risk?
Some companies often engage in risk mitigation strategies involving, among other things, the use of hedges
and other on (and off) balance sheet financial instruments. Other actions include involve contingency plans
contemplating C-suite management and organizational restructuring with the ultimate goal of reducing non
essential operating expenses and other projects as well as capital expenditures. CFOs must prioritize shortterm cash preservation, core revenue lines and strongest client relationships above any other enterprise
mission.
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6. How competitive is the Company’s market and how strong is its pricing power?
CFOs must evaluate any crisis pricing pressures of all of their respective markets and the status of the
competitive landscape with the goal of assessing their product/service pricing power. This exercise is
paramount before management undertakes any course of action. Any pricing power leverage the company
has should also be used with prudency and within legal and ethical boundaries.
7. What is the Company’s negotiating power with suppliers?
Understanding the company’s bargaining power in the industry and along the supply chain can help
management secure better terms in the procurement or credit terms of its input supplies and fixed costs of
other essential goods and services. Anticipating any supply disruption or shortfall scenario ahead of time can
prevent disorderly shocks in production and other reputational risks, smoothing out a transition to a
slowdown or temporary shutdown.
8. What is the Company’s negotiating power with employees and unions?
Depending on the industry, this is probably one the most critical decision to make as part of a new,
improvised strategy moving forward. As part of management’s path in the short and medium term,
negotiations with key employees and unions, the ability on getting specialized skills and the cost associated
in training new personnel is paramount in determine the shape and form of cost reduction and help map out
an alternative and more nimble solutions to retain key employees and labor capacity when demand comes
back. Furloughs, and reductions in time shift, salary, bonus and/or other benefits might bring tremendous
cash savings and preserve much needed liquidity.
9. What are the Company’s shareholders, lenders and other investors worried about?
Shareholders, lenders and other creditors and stakeholders have reasonable concerns of the company’s
ability to meet its contractual obligations in the short term. CFOs should address most of them by painting a
clear picture of the company’s financial liquidity, solvency and profitability in the near term. Key
shareholders are instrumental in maintaining soundness and backing management on any strategy to
weather out any crisis in front of lenders, regulators, government agencies, external auditors and other
stakeholders. While any cuts to dividends is detrimental to the company’s stock and its ability to grow and
satisfy shareholder concerns, preserving liquidity is viewed by lenders and other junior creditors as critical to
avoid default or breach of covenants. Other alternative solutions, like equity conversion, should also be put
on the table for consideration.
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DISCLAIMER
This website and its blog is a publication of Sigma Capital Advisors LLC, a company incorporated in the state of Maryland. Information presented is believed to
be factual and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of the subjects discussed. All expressions
of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of publication and are subject to change. Information on this website and its blog do not involve
the rendering of personalized investment advice. A professional advisor should be consulted before implementing any of the options presented. No content
should not be construed as legal or tax advice. Always consult an attorney or tax professional regarding your specific legal or tax situation. Information on this
website and blog is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned herein. Case studies are for illustrative
purposes only and should not be construed as a testimonial. They do not represent the experience of any specific advisory client. Each investor situation is
different, and goals may not always be achieved. It is unknown if the client approved or disapproved of the services rendered. None of the persons
photographed is a current or former client of Sigma Capital Advisors LLC. These photos should not be construed as an endorsement or testimonial from them.
Hyperlinks on this website are provided as a convenience. Sigma Capital Advisors LLC disclaims any responsibility for information, services, or products found on
websites linked hereto. Additionally, Sigma Capital Advisors LLC is not liable for any direct or indirect technical or system issues or any consequences arising out
of your access to or your use of third-party technologies, websites, information and programs made available through this website. When you access one of
these websites, you are leaving our website and assume total responsibility and risk for your use of the websites you are linking to. Sigma Capital Advisors LLC is
NOT registered as an investment advisor with the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission ("SEC") nor with any US state. Its owner and president is currently an
Exempt Reporting Adviser ("ERA") in the state of Maryland that is not required to register as an adviser with the SEC or the state regulator, but must still pay
fees and report public information via the IARD/FINRA system, and currently only transact in states where it is excluded or exempted from registration
requirements. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will either be suitable
or profitable for your portfolio. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss and past performance is no guarantee of future success. Historical
performance results for investment indexes and/or categories, generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges or the deduction
of an investment-management fee, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results. Economic factors, market
conditions, and investment strategies will affect the performance of any portfolio and there are no assurances that it will match or outperform any particular
benchmark.
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